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At the fulcrum of neoliberalism stands a choosing subject: homo œconomicus.¹ Despite his central role in the system, he is a present absence, a “correlate of governmentality” who “rationally” (thus predictably) responds to threats and incentives.² The neoliberal self is intentionally skeletal, thinned to a productive receptivity that presumes no interfering identity, affect, body, or intimate context. That elegant figure is misleading however. In presuming that it is possible to divorce the subject from his animating content and context, neoliberal theorists ignore the patriarchal relations and gendered performances that make him tick. In the following pages we will track him in situ—from his Foucauldian portrait to his home in the market to media accounts of his bestial alter ego. Scrutinizing these sites reveals a fuller character, a normative man buttressed by the prerogatives of patriarchal power, incited by the pleasures of masculine performance and vulnerable to aspersions of its escape from control. Thus viewing him in context(s) reveals masculinity’s pivotal role and varied manifestations at crucial moments in the functioning of the neoliberal economy.

Of course, as multiple historical accounts suggest,³ capitalism has long been dependent on discourses and enactments of masculinity. There is nothing
unique about masculinity’s consequential role in neoliberalism. However, across contexts, difference works differently. It is all too easy to confuse masculinity’s reiterated presence in capitalism with either analytic necessity or identity across time. The substance and role of masculinity in capitalism are not fixed, and delineating how this unfolds in practice is an essential element in understanding the functioning of actually existing neoliberalism. Thus my goal in exploring the distinct ways that the gendered nature of homo Œconomicus matters in neoliberalism is precisely to underline the historical specificity of this relationship and to argue for a more fully fleshed understanding of how neoliberalism actually operates in space and time.

In carrying out this project, we will move through three arenas: Foucault’s text on homo Œconomicus; an ethnographic account of a trading desk set at a hub of the global money supply; and the scientific investigation and public discussion of the disruptive role of testosterone in financial markets during the 2008 crisis. Each account illuminates a distinctive way in which neoliberal capitalism’s operations are premised upon masculinity’s persistent and persistently naturalized presence. In the first case, the purportedly ungendered figure of homo economicus obscures the social context that enables his economic functioning and hence keeps the question of reproductive labor from coming into view. In the second case, masculine challenges and displays both undergird and fuel the operations of foreign exchange markets. And in the third, anxieties over “irrational exuberance” are projected onto the male body, sideling discussions of institutional and regulatory failures. Together, these accounts illustrate some of the many ways that the unacknowledged gendering of the paradigmatic figure of neoliberal reason obscures the social context of the economy itself. Neoliberalism—notoriously encapsulated in Thatcher’s dictum “there is no society”—is premised on a fundamental refusal to recognize social structure. Within the actual market, masculinity’s unmarked form proves to be an ideal partner for that truly antisocial project.

View 1: Homo Œconomicus in the Text

Foucault’s 1979 lectures on neoliberalism come early in his object’s emergence. His writing traces the contours of the theory that both describes and prescribes the era as it emerges. Defining American neoliberalism as the “unlimited generalization of the form of the market,” he dedicates these lectures to surveying the enactment and consequences of market logics for
noneconomic spheres and thus, characteristically, to interrogating the for-

mations of the subjects such logics address. Principle among the neoliberal

claims he analyzes is their construal of the economy as made up of multiple

holders of capital, each of whom is an “entrepreneur of himself” who invests

in his own “human capital” and reaps its rewards. These analyses have the

virtue of “adopt[ing] the point of view of the worker” and making the study

of his “internal rationality” the central task of economic analysis. 8 Hence he

introduces his protagonist: homo œconomicus, neoliberalism’s economic man.

Homo œconomicus is the calculating self who, in working to augment his

human capital, responds rationally to incentives. In so doing, he “accept[s] reality” and becomes susceptible to the neoliberal governance that shapes the

options to which he responds.

The shift from an analysis of processes and relations to an analysis of the

rationality of an agentic subject raises some questions Foucault does not ad-

dress. Primary among these is the question of gender. What are we to make

of the grammatical masculinity of homo œconomicus? Are we in the realm

of the neuter, the androgynous, the truly unmarked? Or is he more like the

“generic he”—a normalizing masculine standard slipped into conventional

speech in the guise of grammatical convenience? Perhaps, rather than being

truly neuter, he is a man in disguise.

In a sense, of course, he is neither: homo œconomicus is not a human

being, he is “the surface of contact between the individual and the power

exercised on him.” 10 Yet that contact requires an infrastructure to work, and

in this sense, the figure of homo œconomicus is socially masculine. Reading

the lectures alert to the social organization that enables him, we stumble over

“his family” listed amid his “private property,” 11 a wife negotiating over love-

making and feeding chickens, and a “mother” busy “forming” human capital.

After all, the rational, self-interested self who responds to “incentives,” the

obsessed developer and custodian of his own human capital, the “entrepre-

neur of himself,” requires a certain context. The state of single-minded focus

and permanent availability required to be an “enterprise for [one]self” im-

plies another kind of self nearby, shouldering the labor involved in caring for

children, aging parents, and other forms of “inevitable dependency.” 12 The

issue is not just that those who enact traditional femininity are excluded, but

more fundamentally, that the subject invoked here only makes sense if one

presumes an underlying support structure, constituted by a distinctive subject

whose attention is as resolutely focused elsewhere. As in many such contexts,

the unencumbered focus of some is premised upon its inverse in others.
This situation is elucidated elegantly by Melinda Cooper in her discussion of the incongruous alliance of neoliberal and neoconservative theorists in the arena of actually existing politics.\textsuperscript{13} The apparent disjunction between the purportedly amoral individualism of neoliberal ideology and deeply moral critiques of new conservatives, she argues, is an illusion. In fact, welfare-state retrenchment, even if done in the name of individual autonomy, always requires someone to pick up the pieces—the old, the young, and the sick—in the end. And here the patriarchal family suddenly reemerges like a rabbit from a hat, to respond to the accidents of birth and death that ultimately define what it means to be human, no matter what political or economic system we live in.

Homo \oeconomicus’s peculiar autonomy requires not only an underlying social scaffolding, but an affective one as well. Economic man is embedded in “civil society,” Foucault tells us, but that embedding does not appear to entangle him emotionally. To the contrary, the more resolutely selfish he is, the more effectively the “invisible hand” can coordinate his self-interested actions with those of others, producing more for all. Brought to life in the “abstract” worker,\textsuperscript{14} his moral obligation is to single-mindedly develop his own human capital in the interest of a family whose actual care he can, and indeed must, ignore. In this formulation, love, caring, personal obligations can only act as crude impediments. Nonetheless, someone must provide an affective container for this constrained subject, whose feelings are ruled out of court by definition. Homo \oeconomicus can only exist if others pick up the emotional slack, and so we return to a familiar gendered terrain.

This social situation, ironically, is made most vivid in Foucault’s description of neoliberals’ analysis of mothering, which he provides to demonstrate the impact of market logics outside the context of markets themselves.\textsuperscript{15} And indeed at first it appears that the mother herself—the paradigmatic nonmarket actor—can be folded into the same narrative as a rational investor in the welfare of her children; we are all homo \oeconomicus now. But it turns out the mother is homo \oeconomicus with a twist. Unlike the normal economic man, whose investment redounds to his own human capital, her investments augment the human capital of her child, her own repayment not pragmatic, but in “psychical income”—the only figure whose rational investments do not improve her own “ability stream.”\textsuperscript{16} Luckily for the species, the mother’s human capital, unlike that of the normal masculine homo \oeconomicus, is at one with her child’s, thus allowing neoliberal theorists to subsume her within their framework, while still noting her ineluctable difference. Thus even as
the argument attempts to contain reproductive labor and care work within its confines, they overflow its bounds. It is only through the mother’s distinctively feminine commitment to a being outside herself that the family form presumed throughout the narrative can function.\textsuperscript{17}

Homo \oeconomicus\ is certainly not biologically male, not even exactly a man, but his form of subjectivity and habitual social practices are viable only within the framework of the patriarchal family. That is, the productive fiction of economic man is enabled and constituted by heteronormativity as a structure, as well as, by the masculinity that it assumes, requires, and supports. Homo \oeconomicus\’s purportedly autonomous masculinity is a vital element in a system that obscures human needs and desires and thereby makes invisible the material, social, and affective labor that goes into responding to them. It is precisely the manly man, secretly lurking in the purportedly ungendered rational decisionmaker, who makes it possible for the latter to function and thus for the system that depends on him to operate. As such, this necessarily unmarked gendering is a vital element in the ideological functioning of neoliberalism overall.

\textit{View 2: The Man in the Market}

Homo \oeconomicus\ is a theoretical fiction, but it is a fiction with teeth. If Foucault’s analysis of homo \oeconomicus\ is one window onto its functioning, another portal is empirical. The economists describing neoliberalism were making it as they described it, and the markets they helped establish depend on traders who understand themselves and their decisions through the trope of homo \oeconomicus\—rational, autonomous, and self-interested.\textsuperscript{18} In markets on the ground, the idea of economic man is less descriptive than prescriptive, a model traders strive to approximate. In the flesh, however, economic man’s manliness is no longer obscured. To the contrary, traders perform that self in explicitly masculine terms.

I am an ethnographer, and between 2001 and 2006, I spent six periods observing coupled “emerging markets” foreign-exchange trading desks in New York and Mexico City, both in a major transnational bank I call Globank. Global foreign-exchange markets are the largest, most liquid, and least regulated markets on the planet. What’s more, the early 2000s was a defining period in Mexico’s move from a “developing nation,” theoretically accountable to its citizens, to an “emerging market,” accountable instead to investor and
global market—a neoliberalizing shift accomplished in part on this market terrain. In this context, Globank dominated global foreign exchange, with an especially powerful presence in Latin American markets. That makes these linked desks ideal sites in which to investigate homo œconomicus at work. During my time at the bank, I watched mostly Latin American young men trade Latin American currencies for dollars, in constant interaction with colleagues both crammed into the same desk and across national borders on open phone lines, and through screens with colleagues and competitors around the globe.19

Trading in a contemporary financial market requires a calculating self, fully embedded in the economic task at hand. It requires the capacity to make instantaneous decisions and not look back, to be located in a discrete present, diverted by neither hopes nor regrets. Foreign-exchange traders dealing in the currencies of their countries of origin—whether they are physically located at “home” or outside—cannot be distracted by nostalgia, dreams, or allegiances. Instead, such traders must hone the capacity for intense compartmentalization between public and private welfare, between patriotism and workday obligation, between citizenship and market role.

Speculating against one’s homeland in turbulent moments, especially in emerging markets where the position held might tip the balance against a currency already close to the edge, is a psychologically complex task. But experiencing that conflict is a luxury allowed by neither a nearby boss nor a demanding market. “You can’t be emotional,” the Argentine trader shrugged stoically as the currency tumbled in one of his country’s many crises. The bank helps this process by bringing traders up from their native countries and paying them in dollars for several years at a time, pragmatically forestalling any overidentification with the currency of home. Set in front of computers, their countries of origin made numbers on the screen, traders are hailed as rational decisionmakers, socially disembedded and accountable only to the bottom line, and they respond as such. Here is homo œconomicus incarnate.

However, it turns out even economic man traffics in meanings, and over time spent watching, these come into view. Globank traders were (and are) among the peso/dollar market’s most powerful and dependable “market makers.” That is, they commit, as representatives of the bank, to exchange pesos for dollars at a “fair” price to other market participants. At request, they will provide a “spread,” in which they commit to a price in pesos at which they would be willing to buy dollars and a price at which they’d be willing to sell. The spread is kept narrow by market convention, the bid and offer yoked.
This forecloses the option to simply buy low and sell high, so the art of making money while making markets is intuiting whether the “aggressor” wants to buy or sell and then shading the prices so that whichever way the trade goes, it strengthens their own “position” overall. But profit or not, the most fundamental commitment, the trader point of “honor,” is to give prices and to abide by the commitment made in so offering. It is only insofar as they and others engage in these rituals that the price-clearing market of neoclassical theory market can come to life in practice.

Foreign-exchange markets are the world’s least regulated financial markets. Although banks are institutionally bound by national legal systems, there is no supervising body empowered to regulate and sanction trading behavior in transnational space, thus there is no one who can legally force a trader through with a trade once accepted, even if the response turns out not to be profitable. This essential function is played instead by a set of informal expectations and sanctions, held by traders themselves, articulated through a masculinized rhetoric of “honor” and enforced both through an always already internalized idea of what a “professional” trader does, as well as by the external pressures of gossip and reputation. Thus a New York trader tells me:

The most important thing you have is your credibility inside and outside the bank. . . . If you lose your credibility you’re worth nothing. . . . Your word is everything. Like your honor. . . . If you renege on a deal, that guy will take care of making sure the whole market knows, the trade went against you and you pulled out.

Here, we find masculinized concepts of honor repeatedly cited by traders as fundamental guides, undergirding the very structure of the market itself.

This often implicit, earnestly held concept of masculine selfhood is located within a more theatrical version as well. On both desks I observed, traders explicitly performed masculinity at every opportunity, often with a wink at their own performance, but persistently nonetheless. They opened the day with punches and slaps, threw things at each other when things got slow, slammed phones down so hard they broke, played frequent, sometimes cruel, practical jokes on each other, sent and received dirty jokes on line. These performances were most striking in the process of trading itself, where traders routinely addressed each other as men, and masculinity became a kind of trading fuel. “Do it! Be a man!” a trader pushed his colleague, as he consulted on whether he should take a riskier position. “Oh, so now he’s turned into a lady!” mocked another, hearing from his broker that someone didn’t want to do a deal. “I
thought you had balls,” a third typed back to a counterparty and friend in response to an overly cautious price. The senior trader described “training” an intern as, “I’m on him, on him. Can you take the pressure?” Winning and losing were described in vividly gendered and sexualized terms, in which subject position was often all one needed to know to estimate profit or loss: I fucked him; he fucked me; he doesn’t have balls; he’s a fag; he’s a whore; I’ve got him tied down! Whatever they did, they did through a caricatured masculinized rhetoric, performing homo œconomicus as made-for-primetime tough guy.

The traders I observed were almost all men, of course, but the rare woman among them if anything further emphasized the powerful link between trading and the masculine self. Among the thirteen traders in New York and the approximately twenty in Mexico City, there were two women traders. In New York, the only woman on the desk traded smaller currencies and so did not “carry risk,” her presence thereby strengthening the ironclad link between masculinity and risk-taking. Her colleague in Mexico City, on the other hand, was known as the “ice queen,” a formidable presence whose power in the market was rivaled only by the obsessive enactment of gendered difference, both on her part and on the part of her colleagues, outside it. In her presence during trading lulls, her colleagues’ manly self-presentation shifted momentarily from tough guy to gentlemanly, even protective, courtly gestures re-marking her fundamental distinction. This dissonance finally came to a head at the end of my first period of fieldwork, when she resigned, fearing that it was the pressures of her job that were keeping her from being able to get pregnant with her second child.

One turbulent day on Globank’s Mexico desk, I saw this in-market, masculinized performance, and its economic consequences, with particular vividness. The desk forwards trader, after upholding the peso against the rest of the market for several weeks, realized he was too outnumbered and needed to cut his position to keep from being swamped by the rest of the market. At that point he could have quietly started unloading his position. But he instead, he started yelling, “If it’s gonna blow, it’ll be me who blows it!” “They want to stick it to me, I’m going to be the biggest bastard in the market!” He began yelling on the phone in English to his broker in New Jersey. “Damage! Damage! Damage! They want assholes, they’ve got assholes! Push it up! They want to fucking blow it, here goes!” A friend at another bank he’d been working with called, furious, but he wouldn’t take the man’s calls. “Tell him not to put himself in front of me, tell him to get out of the way.” His friend and boss, sitting beside him, laughed uproariously throughout, anxiety and admiration...
mingled in his comments: “It’s going to hurt a bit next month.” “What a mess we made!” Several hours later the market had moved a full percentage point, and traders around the city and across North America were licking their wounds. Notes started appearing on his screen. “You’re the king. . . .” “You’re the greatest!” “I’d like to thank you for today. Hope you can give me a job.” A local broker called. “The whole world’s saying you’re the king. . . . You made the market shake. . . . You’re really something. . . . I take my hat off. . . . Even in New York they’re saying it.”

In the market, the “professional” honor and calculating rationality of economic man are claimed without hesitation. Traders talk about responding to reality, about complex forms of autonomy and choice, about building their personal positions (in all senses), about efficiently responding to the conditions they are dealt. But they do so embedded within an explicitly masculine rhetoric, performed at high volume, and this rhetoric in turn is fundamental to the way the market works as a social space. As the New York–based spot trader recounted in talking about a female boss he’d had during his first job, “But really she was a man. She’d stand and shout across the room, ‘You know why I don’t wear a skirt? I’ve got balls!’” He laughs in understanding.

Unlike homo œconomicus in theory, here in an actual financial market, no one thinks economic man is gender neutral. To the contrary, his masculinity is self-evident, even as it is knowingly enacted. Both performed and performatively: masculine market discourses address traders as men and in so doing regulate and fuel the neoliberal market itself.

**View 3: The Body as Fall Guy**

Homo œconomicus’s masculine persona undergirds the logic of his functioning in theory, and his cartoonish performance greases the wheels of unregulated neoliberal markets in practice. But perhaps the clearest illustration of the figure’s masculinity can be found in a set of expressions of anxiety around the male body, emergent during a period in which the market’s “irrational exuberance” and subsequent crisis threw its purportedly machine-like workings into question. Homo œconomicus and his market analogs brim with confident self-assurance, but as markets bust and prognosticators lose their edge, we find a spate of market narratives in which masculine figures are replaced by male bodies—hormonal containers, alternately fueled and buffeted by chemicals that operate beneath their consciousness and yet that determine
their most consequential moves. In this mediated arena, we can finally limn the consequences of a masculine term unable to give an account of its own etiology. As we shift the angle from which we view the neoliberal economy, masculinity’s role comes most clearly into focus where it is most denied, where the role of the social itself is obscured by the presence of a male biology assumed to be prior by definition, to be always already in place.

The last few decades have seen a surge of research into the biological bases of human behavior, and the results have been breathlessly covered in the media. Much of this research and discussion has focused on gender, often with reference to testosterone and frequently located in the newer branches of neuroscience. “Neuroeconomics” is one such field, coupling a growing social obsession with the mechanics of the economy with biological explanations that locate its foundations beyond conscious human intervention. John Coates is a prominent figure in this field, a retired trader educated in the academic humanities whose collaborations with colleagues in the neurosciences on the role of testosterone in trading behavior received outsize attention when their publication coincided with the 2008 financial crash.

On April 13, 2008, a day before the publication of Coates’s first article, the New York Times published a reassessment of Milton Friedman’s legacy and of the mechanistic model that had heretofore guided the management of the U.S. economy under his influence:

The downward spiral of the economy is challenging a notion that has underpinned American economic policy for a quarter-century—the idea that prosperity springs from markets left free of government interference.

On April 14, with fortuitous timing, Coates published the first of several collaborative studies, all arguing for “a hypothesis he had developed while working on Wall Street—that endogenous steroids were shifting risk-preferences systematically across the market cycle, exaggerating the peaks and troughs.” “Endogenous Steroids and Financial Risk Taking on a London Trading Floor” looked at seventeen male traders over eight days, correlating testosterone and cortisol levels (established through saliva samples taken at the beginning and end of each trading day) with individual profit levels and indicators of “uncertainty” (market volatility). The authors argued that men with higher testosterone levels made higher profits, but that this was not an unmitigated boon. In the paper they cautioned:

Cortisol is likely . . . to rise in a market crash and, by increasing risk aversion, to exaggerate the market’s downward movement. Testosterone . . . is likely to rise
in a bubble and, by increasing risk taking, to exaggerate the market’s upward movement. These steroid feedback loops may help explain why people caught up in bubbles and crashes often find it difficult to make rational choices.25

In a brief description of the work published in Nature online, the two authors disagreed on the implications of the study.26 Coates argued that hormonal levels and swings led to profits and losses, while his neuroscientist collaborator argued more cautiously that they had established correlation between hormones and profits, not causation.

In Coates’s second study, “Second-to-Fourth Digit Ratio Predicts Success Among High-Frequency Financial Traders,” published nine months later, he and a second set of coauthors moved to investigate another aspect of the role of testosterone in trading. The study took as axiomatic the (contested)27 claim that the ratio between the length of the second and fourth finger (termed 2D4D) was a “marker” for levels of prenatal androgen exposure and thus for adult men’s sensitivity to the testosterone circulating in their systems. Given that premise, the authors looked at the relationship between finger-length ratios and monthly profits and losses over a twenty-month period among forty-four high-frequency traders in interest rate securities. They found that lower 2D4D ratios predicted higher profits during that time.28 In a 2010 article summarizing the two studies, Coates argued that “economic agents are more hormonal than is assumed by theories of rational expectation,” leading to exaggerated “appetites for risk” in the presence of testosterone and equally disproportionate caution in the presence of cortisol.29, 30

The epistemological logics, and hence the empirical claims, of this literature have been devastatingly critiqued by an impressive group of natural and social scientists.31 They argue that these kinds of studies tend to read social expectations into biological data and to confound correlation with causation and thus to take biological primacy for granted. My interest is less in the “science” itself, however, than in what these studies can tell us about the gendering of the market subject. For this I turn to the media and blogosphere, where, in the context of the financial crisis, the possible pathology of the once acclaimed risk-takers who populated financial markets emerged as an issue and the studies became widespread objects of fascination.

In 2008 and 2009 there was a spate of coverage, at least fifty articles in major papers (including the Economist, the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, Businessweek, and Time), coverage on all the large TV networks in the U.S. and the UK, and hundreds of reports in less major outlets on television
and radio. The blogosphere, unsurprisingly, was awash in commentary, and in 2010, after the dust from the crisis had begun to settle, a Google search identified 632 discrete pages discussing the studies online. Although Coates's own articles were written entirely straight, many of these articles were less so—by turns ironic and pedantic, funny and alarming, overflowing with irresistible sexual puns (“yes, size matters” was a frequent setup for these accounts). Yet these articles were ultimately not joking. To the contrary, in acknowledging that they were sophisticated enough to understand how silly it sounded, they managed to communicate that these “scientific” claims were no laughing matter.

These newspaper articles and commentaries made a series of claims about both traders and the markets they participated in. First, there were biological claims about traders themselves. A *Washington Post* article from April opened with the statement that traders are “slaves to their hormones” and continued by quoting Coates saying, “this is the biological substrate for winning and losing.”32 Elsewhere Coates was quoted discussing traders’ possible “addiction”33 to testosterone and the possibility that “chronic cortisol exposure [may] end up in a mental state known as ‘learned helplessness.’”34 Both Coates and the language of the articles themselves implied a perfect isomorphism between individual and collectivity, moving seamlessly between putative individual effects and market consequences. For instance, following this discussion of learned helplessness, Coates commented, “If this [learned helplessness] happens, central banks may lower interest rates only to find traders still refuse to buy risky assets. At times like these economics has to consider the physiology of investors, not just their rationality.”35 Another scientist interviewed commented, “[The study] might give an explanation for irrational exuberance and why a crisis changes into a recession or a depression.”36 A *Guardian* article was more straightforward yet: “For every boom it creates, testosterone is most likely behind every bust too.” It followed with a quote from Coates, “I think this molecule is partly responsible for financial instability.”37

The second, smaller flurry of reporting started in mid-September, as Coates took the opportunity provided by the developing crisis to write a commentary of his own.38 In it he added a new argument, unfounded in his empirical work, that hormone swings are “contagious” and that this may also be operating on trading floors. “Either through smell, vision or hearing, one animal’s surge in testosterone or cortisol can be spread throughout a herd and trigger aggression or panic.”39 It was in this second wave of coverage that Coates's
suggestion that banks hire more women and older men in order to promote stability was taken up by other commentators, in line with the focus on solutions pervading public discourse on the economy in general after 2008. Thus, as markets faltered and as the mechanisms of neoliberal governance themselves seemed increasingly incapable of guaranteeing growth or even stability, the male body emerged with increasing prominence in public discourse. Side by side with concerns around regulation and corruption, the man in the market now looked less Jekyll and more Hyde, less man and more beast. In discussions of the market, the social masculinity that animated homo œconomicus was increasingly replaced by a male body understood to operate outside the purview of biopolitical mechanisms. Homo œconomicus, the socially masculine body, can be addressed by the market, but testosterone lies beyond the reach of market coordination, a bodily disruption of the social market form.

This panicked read of masculinity as unsettling maleness led, ironically, to a new assessment of women’s comparative “hormonal stability” in the many editorial discussions of this work. Whereas once it was men whose minds ruled their bodies with implacable control, Coates argued, it is in fact women who “may be less hormonally reactive.” Given that, he concluded in still another op-ed, perhaps “a risk reduction strategy for banks might entail diversifying the endocrine profiles on their trading floors.” Coates was not alone in looking to the “opposite sex” for solutions. The arguments were picked up and became the subject of a panel at Davos in early 2009 that asked, “Would the world be in this financial mess if it had been Lehman Sisters?” In the Economist, a columnist was sufficiently concerned by what he called “the new feminism” to counsel women making these arguments that “it would be a grave mistake to abandon old-fashioned meritocracy just at the time when it is turning to women’s advantage.” In the New York Times the issue was picked up by none other than Nick Kristoff, who discussed the Coates research and asked rhetorically, “Could it be that the problem on Wall Street wasn’t subprime mortgages, but elevated testosterone?” His response to proposals to make the Lehman Brothers the “Lehman Sisters” accepted the terms of debate and placed a characteristically liberal spin on the question. It was not female dominance but “diversity” that would protect market function. The depth of the links between neoliberal markets, homo œconomicus, and masculinity was revealed with particular clarity in these suggestions as the market crisis sent commentators not to new regulations or even to new trading behaviors, but instead to subjects distinguished precisely by their sex.
this moment of panic, the recriminations against homo œconomicus’s failures targeted not a congenital human irrationality, but a specifically male version. Maleness emerged as a problem during the crisis, because homo œconomicus was a man all along.

**Sexing the Subject**

Sexing homo œconomicus reveals gender: masculinity at work in the neoliberal economy. The rational, unencumbered, neoliberal subject is contingent upon the gendered familial and affective structure that enables him to attend to economic decisions without reference to the messy business of caring and caretaking lurking behind them. This self as market “correlate” is produced and enabled by masculinity and by the feminine shadow attached at its heel. Outside the Foucauldian text, men as men make up financial markets, performing masculinity as a routine part of the job. In this theater, masculinity is productive, acting as grease for trading relations and fuel for the risk-taking that is the substance of market work. That fuel can be combustible, however, and in the absence of external regulation, masculinity contributes to the repetitive normalization of risk-taking even as it spirals out of control. Public response to this situation has been to attend neither to regulation nor to masculinity, however; instead, made salient by the biological sciences’ move to the center of power and knowledge, the male body has emerged as culprit, a center of anxious public discussion and recrimination. It is precisely because homo œconomicus is masculine that it can be undone by maleness, its underlying ideological double, the animal body lurking in the unmarked male subject. These discussions are symptoms of crisis, a way of making sense within neoliberalism of a form of coordination that is no longer “productive” even in its own terms. Just as masculinity as a social form undergirds the functioning market and the logics that spawn it, so the male body becomes a way to articulate the limits of economic governance.

Under neoliberalism, market logics have gotten loose, swarmed from their home in the economy to frame our every action, reconstituting the operations of intimacy, punishment, and governance more broadly. This process feels inexorable, catalyzed by developments in financial capitalism and a creeping logic of calculation that pervades everyday practices and common sense. However, rereading these developments through a gendered lens suggests that they and the agents they evoke are saturated in other forms of meaning;
they do not act alone or in a vacuum. Despite the seductive elegance of parsimonious explanation, social life works otherwise.

Conceptualizing capitalism as if it barrels along in isolation, flattening everything in its path, is neither accurate nor politically productive. Theorists are increasingly documenting capitalism’s deep historical imbrication with gender and race, both in the moments of its emergence and in its relentless reproduction. This is no less true of neoliberalism than it was of previous eras. Neoliberalism is most fundamentally distinguished from earlier periods by its organization around the indexical claim that all human agency is motivated by asocial self-interest. Such an assertion could only emerge in a social universe that was always already structured around women’s multidimensional reproductive labor: some are free to perform their calculating selves only because others can be relied upon to attend to feelings, community and the needs of dependents. Without this care infrastructure, homo œconomicus and the neoliberal world he makes and inhabits would be unthinkable. Similarly, although the association of risk and masculinity is of comparatively recent vintage, and one might imagine rhetorics of risk that did not operate with reference to gender, that is not the case now. As we have seen, the actually existing links between neoliberalism, risk, and speculation, whether for good or for ill, run through a gendered terrain. There has never been a version of neoliberalism that operated in gender-neutral terms.

If masculinity inhabits the agent at the heart of neoliberalism, then resisting its calculating logics requires forms of resistance that respond to that deep imbrication. In recent years, we find pundits arguing that the crisis of neoliberal finance can be solved by changing the sex of its personnel. We find lean-in “feminists” arguing that women too can incarnate the rational man as long as they can find “other” women to pick up the care-work slack. But the failure of these interventions to make a dent either in the situation of most women or in neoliberalism’s depredations overall suggests that we need to challenge homo œconomicus on his home turf. We can no longer survive the gendered and raced assumption that it is possible for some to be pure agents of calculate’ on, because they can implicitly rely on “others” in their home back offices to do the loving and community building upon which the rest of life depends. Rather than suggesting the “Lehman Sisters” can save us, we need to ask how we might undo the binaries that dole out distinct aspects of human responsibility and experience by gender. This alone is surely not enough to undo neoliberal logics, but it is only by challenging the system’s gendered infrastructure more broadly that we can even begin the long road to destabilizing its imperialist, calculating common sense.
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